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As we close out 2016, if ou’ll allow me, I’d like to take a risk and venture into a
topic I’m personall compelled to think aout… a topic that will seem far out to
most readers.
Toda’s extraordinar rate of exponential growth ma do much more than just
disrupt industries. It ma actuall give irth to a new species, reinventing
humanit over the next 30 ears.
I elieve we’re rapidl heading towards a human-scale transformation, the next
evolutionar step into what I call a “Meta-Intelligence,” a future in which we are
all highl connected—rain to rain via the cloud—sharing thoughts,
knowledge and actions. In this post, I’m investigating the driving forces ehind
such an evolutionar step, the historical pattern we are aout to repeat, and
the implications thereof. Again, I acknowledge that this topic seems far-out, ut
the forces at pla are huge and the implications are vast. Let’s dive in…

A Quick Recap: volution of Life on arth in 4 teps
Aout 4.6 illion ears ago, our solar sstem, the sun and the arth were
formed.
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tep 1: 3.5 illion ears ago, the rst simple life forms, called “prokarotes,”
came into existence.These prokarotes were super-simple, microscopic singlecelled organisms, asicall a ag of ctoplasm with free- oating DNA. The
had neither a distinct nucleus nor specialized organelles.
tep 2: Fast-forwarding one illion ears to 2.5 illion ears ago, the next step
in evolution created what we call “eukarotes”—life forms that distinguished
themselves  incorporating iological ‘technolog’ into themselves.
Technolog that allowed them to manipulate energ (via mitochondria) and
information (via chromosomes) far more e cientl. Fast forward another illion
ears for the next step.
tep 3: 1.5 illion ears ago, these earl eukarotes egan working
collaorativel and formed the rst “multi-cellular life,” of which ou and I are
the ultimate examples (a human is a multicellular creature of 10 trillion cells).
tep 4: The nal step I want to highlight happened some 400 million ears
ago, when lung sh crawled out of the oceans onto the shores, and life evolved
from the oceans onto land.

The Next tages of Human volution: 4 teps
Toda, at a massivel accelerated rate—some 100 million times faster than the
steps I outlined aove—life is undergoing a similar evolution. In this next stage
of evolution, we are going from evolution  natural selection (Darwinism) to
evolution  intelligent direction. Allow me to draw the analog for ou:
tep 1: imple humans toda are analogous to prokarotes. imple life, each
life form independent of the others, competing and sometimes collaorating.
tep 2: Just as eukarotes were created  ingesting technolog, humans will
incorporate technolog into our odies and rains that will allow us to make
vastl more e cient use of information (CI) and energ.
tep 3: naled with CI and AI, humans will ecome massivel connected
with each other and illions of AIs (computers) via the cloud, analogous to the
rst multicellular lifeforms 1.5 illion ears ago. uch a massive interconnection
will lead to the emergence of a new gloal consciousness, and a new
organism I call the Meta-Intelligence.
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tep 4: Finall, humanit is aout to crawl out of the gravit well of arth to
ecome a multiplanetar species. Our journe to the moon, Mars, asteroids
and eond represents the modern-da analog of the journe made 
lung sh climing out of the oceans some 400 million ears ago.

The 4 Forces Driving the volution and
Transformation of Humanit
Four primar driving forces are leading us towards our transformation of
humanit into a meta-intelligence oth on and o the arth:
1. We’re wiring our planet
2. mergence of rain-computer interface
3. mergence of AI
4. Opening of the space frontier
Let’s take a look.
1. Wiring the Planet: Toda, there are 2.9 illion people connected online.
Within the next six to eight ears, that numer is expected to increase to nearl
8 illion, with each individual on the planet having access to a megait-persecond connection or etter. The wiring is taking place through the
deploment of 5G on the ground, plus networks eing deploed  Faceook,
Google, Qualcomm, amsung, Virgin, paceX and man others. Within a
decade, ever single human on the planet will have access to multi-megait
connectivit, the world’s information, and massive computational power on the
cloud.
2. rain-Computer Interface: A multitude of las and entrepreneurs are
working to create lasting, high-andwidth connections etween the digital
world and the human neocortex (I wrote aout that in detail here). Ra Kurzweil
predicts we’ll see human-cloud connection  the mid-2030s, just 18 ears
from now. In addition, entrepreneurs like ran Johnson (and his compan
Kernel) are committing hundreds of millions of dollars towards this vision. The
end results of connecting our neocortex with the cloud are twofold: rst, ou’ll
have the ailit to increase our memor capacit and/or cognitive function
millions of fold; second, via a gloal mesh network, ou’ll have the ailit to
connect our rain to anone else’s rain and to emerging AIs, just like our cell
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phones, servers, watches, cars and all devices are ecoming connected via
the Internet of Things.
3. Arti cial Intelligence/Human Intelligence: Next, and perhaps most
signi cantl, we are on the cusp of an AI revolution. Arti cial intelligence,
powered  deep learning and funded  companies such as Google,
Faceook, IM, amsung and Aliaa, will continue to rapidl accelerate and
drive reakthroughs. Cumulative “intelligence” (oth arti cial and human) is
the single greatest predictor of success for oth a compan or a nation. For
this reason, eside the emerging AI “arms race,” we will soon see a race
focused on increasing overall human intelligence. Whatever challenges we
might have in creating a virant rain-computer interface (e.g., designing longterm iocompatile sensors or nanoots that interface with our neocortex),
those challenges will fall quickl over the next couple of decades as AI power
tools give us ever-increasing prolem-solving capailit. It is an exponential
atop an exponential. More intelligence gives us the tools to solve connectivit
and mesh prolems and in turn create greater intelligence.
4. Opening the pace Frontier: Finall, it’s important to note that the human
race is on the verge of ecoming a multiplanetar species. Thousands of ears
from now, whatever we’ve evolved into, we will look ack at these next few
decades as the moment in time when the human race moved o arth
irreversil. Toda, illions of dollars are eing invested privatel into the
commercial space industr.  orts led  paceX are targeting humans on
Mars, while e orts  lue Origin are looking at taking humanit ack to the
moon, and plans  m own compan, Planetar Resources, strive to unlock
near-in nite resources from the asteroids.

In Conclusion
The rate of human evolution is accelerating as we transition from the slow and
random process of “Darwinian natural selection” to a hper-accelerated and
precisel-directed period of “evolution  intelligent direction.” In this post, I
chose not to discuss the power eing unleashed  such gene-editing
techniques as CRIPR-Cas9. Consider this et another tool ale to accelerate
evolution  our own hand.
The ottom line is that change is coming, faster than ever considered possile.
All of us leaders, entrepreneurs and parents have a huge responsiilit to
inspire and guide the transformation of humanit on and o the arth. What we
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do over the next 30 ears—the ridges we uild to aundance—will impact the
future of the human race for millennia to come. We trul live during the most
exciting time ever in human histor.
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